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Abstract—Aircraft systems are evolving and being enhanced
thanks to new design paradigms leveraging on recent technology
advances in embedded systems. However, the Integrated Modular
Avionics (IMA) model, used in current avionics, has shown
important limitations to accommodate such evolution. These new
paradigms demand for much more global system modularity than
what IMA is able to offer. Such system evolution has as well an
impact on the underlying different networks present on aircrafts.
In this context, it is mandatory to investigate the kind and the
breadth of adaptation networks need in order to cope with new
requirements.
To this end, this paper we firstly investigate the current
aircrafts network configuration and management procedures.
It appears that they lack the features, more specifically, the
configuration management features, necessary to support these
new use cases. We then look at proposals trying to fulfil
this features gap. Each of them, while providing parts of the
answers, also come with trade-off or insufficiencies that prevent
them from fully answering to the new needs. Then, a new
network configuration architecture able to cope with the newly
defined configuration management requirements is provided. A
comparison to the other approaches is presented, so to highlight
how the proposed architecture better fulfils long-term evolution
requirements while being less complex and more suitable for
current configuration procedures than the other proposal. Finally,
a simulation of the configuration architecture is done to provide
insights on the new proposed features.
Index Terms—Network management, Real Time Management,
Aircraft Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today aircraft systems are designed using the Integrated
Modular Avionic (IMA) [1] model. In the IMA model, the
configuration of such systems is created at design time. This
fits in the integration model used for aircrafts, mainly because
of certification and verification complexity. However, one
major consequence of using such architecture is the creation
of static systems, rarely evolving throughout the aircraft life
cycle.
Aircrafts systems base their resilience on pure service
protection through redundancy. This leads to static systems
being designed offline and loaded with a monolithic behavior
adjusted until it meets its safety objective. This has led to
severe limitations in scalability over time due to such a static
nature.
Nowadays, system engineers see new opportunities in innovative architectures, notably, two which are of interest:
the Distributed Integrated Modular Avionic (DIMA) [2]; the
Flexible Platform (FP) [3]. These architectures affect the
systems design and, by extension, their underlying networks,

more specifically, in how they are managed and in particular
in the way devices configurations are distributed.
To better understand the challenges brought by the use of
new, less rigid, architectures onto the network and what new
features are necessary to cope with them, we have first to
understand how the new architectures influence the systems,
the networks, and their management methods and tools. As
will be shown throughout the first part of this paper, an
important change brought by these new architectures is the
introduction of additional and alternative system modes of
operation, and with it, the need, particularly for the network,
to adapt to them.
In order to adapt to such changes, the whole configuration
system has to be revised. To this aim, several proposals to
embed part of the configuration management functions to
augment the network current capabilities have been made.
We propose a network configuration architecture that, compared to other proposals, has low additional complexity to
the current configuration tools and procedures and that provides the configuration capabilities necessary for a network
to become more flexible. This solution is based on a central controller, overseeing the network, capable of reacting
to configuration changes while integrating in the aeronautic
configuration management processes.
With this context given, the paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II investigates current solutions to see how they only
partially answer the requirements, formally defining the problem our proposal aims at solving. Sec. III presents the current
management methods and tools used in civil aeronautics.
Sec. IV provides a discussion around proposals being made
to cope with these new requirements. In Sec. V we introduce
a new architecture that we argue to better fulfill current
and future requirements. We provide an evaluation of the
proposed architecture in Sec. VI, along with a first example of
implementation. Sec. VII concludes the paper with a summary
of new emerging requirements, a description of why it is
necessary to fulfil them, and how our approach succeeds at
it.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
In order to better understand why configuration is critical
in the context of avionics, we will first have a look at the
shortcomings of the current IMA architecture. Then we will
overview new emerging architectures and formalize the impact
these bring to the aircraft network. This will allow us to then
focus on the configuration management tools and their specific
shortcomings in the next section.
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A. IMA Limitations
The IMA [1] model bases its architecture around hosting
multiple aircraft functions on computers on the avionic bay.
These centralized functions then use the avionic network to
communicate with sensors and actuator distributed aboard
the aircraft. This architecture draws its fault tolerance on
pure resiliency through redundancy, leading to static systems,
designed offline in several refinement cycles until they meet
the safety objective. One advantage of this model, ever since it
was created, was its ease of mastery (for behavior provability
purposes). Nevertheless, over time, it has led to severe limitations in scalability due to its strict static nature. Indeed, static
resource reservation creates rigidity, as it limits the number of
possible evolutions down the line and prevents the possibility
to add different and new modes of operation. Adding new
resource reservation implies to re-certify the whole system,
which is a long and expensive procedure. Main example
of such a restriction is the Avionics Full DupleX switched
ethernet (AFDX [4]) network, which is strongly limited in the
number of new admissible communications between devices.
This problem is worsened by the centralized approach, with
every main function being in the avionic bay, where resources
may become scarce.
B. Emerging Architectures
As previously stated, there are two new emerging architectures that are of interest, namely the Distributed Integrated Modular Avionic (DIMA) [2] and the Flexible Platform
(FP) [3].
DIMA brings to light the issues that came with too much
centralization and how new advances regarding embedded
technologies (e.g., smart sensors) help to redistribute functions
between devices in a system. This brings benefits such as
reduced number of devices [5]. DIMA answers to the IMA
limitations by redistributing the functions among devices and
creating operational modes for those. It helps with regards to
the resource utilization throughout the aircraft (bringing better
balance between the avionic bay and the rest of the aircraft)
and by enabling less monolithic behaviors in systems.
FP tries to extend the modularity offered by the IMA
architecture in the first place. Its goal is to reach maximum
modularity by providing various standardized APIs between
devices to allow configuration adaptation when needed. For
instance, with FP, an orchestrator is placed in one avionic bay
and it is capable of migrating a function from one avionic
server to another when the former suffers a failure. Differently
from DIMA, FP actually leverages on the IMA model and
integrates to it, but introduces a new level of flexibility, where,
thanks to new APIs, functions and hardware are not anymore
tight together.
As a whole, these architectures tackle the IMA rigidity
by improving either the devices (in the case of DIMA) or
system behavior (in the case of FP). However, it comes at the
expense of monolithic operational mode, and therefore put the
static resource reservation model at risk of not being able to
answering new requirements that they may introduce.

Fig. 1: Aircraft system configuration management process.

One of the highlights of these new architectures from a
network perspective is the need for more flexibility in system
configurations. It does bring with it a new need for systems to
handle more than one configuration (configuration modes for
FP, and configuration extensions for DIMA).
C. Network Systems in Emerging Architectures
The need for multiple per-system configurations, described
in the previous section, also impacts the underlying networks,
as they also are considered systems of their own (i.e., communications systems). This opens the question whether communications systems are able to handle multiple configurations.
From such a perspective, the network has to provide the
following three features:
• Application Programming Interfaces (APIs): FP brings
the need for APIs with the network to enable updates
upon need. When the FP architecture move functions
around, the network needs to be able to assure the
function’s communication still get through even in its new
position.
• Automation: DIMA and FP bring the need for more
automation in network configuration. Indeed, with less
static communications, the handling of changes has to be
automatically managed, but also kept under control.
• Adaptation: DIMA and FP are prone to create different
operational behaviors and therefore have more interaction
with the network. Network has to be able to adapt to
evolving operations.
Despite these new requirements, the current networks are
static and can only offer solution through static configurations,
as previously discussed in Sec. II-A, this severely limits or
even prevents them to implement these expected features.
III. C URRENT N ETWORK C ONFIGURATION M ANAGEMENT
In the context of aeronautic, with the generic term configuration three different entities are actually referred to, namely:
configuration data, configuration software, and configuration
parameters. Each one of these is tracked using part numbers.
Part numbers are identifiers used to reference aircraft parts.
This identifier is used to track the part and helps identify its
validity for use and its place in an aircraft.
It means that from the perspective of an aircraft maintainer,
a configuration file has the same life cycle as any other aircraft
part. It is therefore maintained through the normal aircraft
systems configuration change process, which consists of a
four-step process (cf. Fig. 1).
The first step of the process is the creation of the configuration according to strict specifications. In the second step,
the configuration is validated, checking whether it is a valid
system configuration. Validation is the step that is used to
verify whether the created configuration is compliant with
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the specification used to create it in the first place. Then, in
the third step, the configuration is verified, in order to check
whether it complies with the system and safety requirements
(e.g., with functional testing). These two steps are performed
using various tools. The fourth and final step consists in
distributing the configuration to the different devices. In aeronautic, a configuration is created, validated and verified offline
at design time. An example of such creation and validation
for network configurations is described in the work of Steiner
et al. [6]. Distribution is done per network device thanks to
the Data Loader Centralized System (DLCS) during aircraft
maintenance.
When a change in the configuration occurs, it does not
usually involve only one party. Airliner owning the aircraft,
aircraft manufacturer making it, and device manufacturer may
be involved. Each party has a role in this update process.
An example of change could be the device manufacturer
requiring new resources on the network (e.g., more bandwidth
to another device). The update process starts with the network
integrator, usually the aircraft manufacturer, turning this request into specifications, then creating a new network configuration according to these specifications. Next, a verification
is performed, to ensure that there is no impact on the other
devices using the network, and validating the change. Then,
the integrator goes back to the device manufacturer, which
will make its own internal tests to ensure the new configuration change fulfills its requirements. This allows to split the
validation for both the integrator and the manufacturer, with
the former verifying that no other system has been harmed
by the change, and the latter to check whether the proposed
configuration answered its initial request.

tempering or degradation of the configuration happened
during its installation. The current verification system
is implemented with Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
algorithms.
The overview on how current configuration is handled gives
the context in which network systems evolutions presented
in Sec. II have to take place. It is important to understand
how multiple configurations can exist within this context.
Indeed, generating multiple configurations and switching between them for different purposes has to fit with the update
process up to a certain extent. Each configuration needs to be
specified, created, and validated before it can be assumed safe
to use. Once passed these steps, their use and integrity need to
be tracked and monitored, as required by the aforementioned
traceability, integrity, and validity requirements.

A. Configuration Management Evolution

B. Configuration Distribution

Systems configuration, like any other system, evolves in
time from two points of view: the system life cycle and
the configuration update. The aircraft systems life cycle is
split in several phases, or operational modes, going from its
development to its end of life (cf. Fig. 2). The system starts
by the development and installation phases, during which it
is created, tested, and installed in the aircraft. It then enters
the major part of its life cycle, looping between operation
and maintenance phases. It corresponds to the commercial
use of the system. Concerning configuration, its evolution
requirements are traceability, validity, and integrity.
• Traceability: Any evolution (through configuration update) must be traceable (through part number evolution
for instance) to ensure a high degree of knowledge regarding the aircraft state. This is very important, as software
configuration must be logged for the entire duration of
the aircraft life cycle (approximatively 40 years).
• Validity: Validity from a maintenance point of view is for
a given configuration, the verification of its compatibility
for use in the aircraft. Configuration part numbers helps
to identify compatibility issues that could arise when
installing a new configuration.
• Integrity: The configuration before installation must be
verified once distributed in the device to ensure no

As stated in the previous section, configuration distribution
is done through the Data Loader Centralized System (DLCS).
In particular, the ARINC 615A [7] file transfer protocol is
used to distribute the configuration from the central DLCS to
every single device. As shown in Fig. 3, the DLCS is used as
a central module to send configuration individually to devices
in the network, including the network devices themselves.
Maintainers manually provide configuration updates to the
DLCS and use a graphical interface to manually request
devices to update their configuration with the newly provided
one. A configuration update consists of the reboot of the device
with the new configuration, followed by a safety test and a
rollback in case of an invalid update.
Networks are currently considered as pre-defined closed
systems, meaning that topology, load, and devices are known
in advance. The implication is that any dynamic behavior, such
as maintenance operations connections, as well as user-owned
devices connected through onboard Wi-Fi, have already been
accounted for.
Following the current situation, configuration tools in commercial aircrafts can be qualified as being used proactively in
a distributed fashion during maintenance phase. The corollary
of this qualification is that, as of today, there are no dedicated
network management system aboard aircrafts. Looking at the

Fig. 2: Aircraft system life cycle.

Fig. 3: Current configuration architecture.
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configuration life cycle in Fig. 1, only part of the distribution
functions are embedded in the aircraft.
C. Current Tools Shortcomings
With respect to the requirements showed in the previous
section, configuration distribution tools have the following
shortcomings.
• APIs: The DLCS architecture offers no explicit configuration API. There is an interface for human intervention
only during maintenance phase, but there is no system
that can connect to it to request for configuration changes.
• Automation: There is no space for automation with the
current architecture since devices get updated individually
and manually and there are no APIs to do so in the first
place.
• Adaptation: The current system does not implement
adaptation capabilities. Rather, if there is to be some
dynamicity in an aircraft system, it has to be accounted
for in the initial configuration. This is due to two factors:
the limited number of possible configurations and the
design philosophy of these systems.
• Traceability: There is no way for the network to consolidate a view of global configuration state. The traceability
has to be done per device.
Regarding validity and integrity, they are currently handled
respectively manually and automatically in the transfer protocol used by the DLCS to send configurations. These, even if
not limited by the current procedure, have to be kept in mind
for the design of new solutions.
The main take away is that the current aircraft configuration
deployment system is designed solely for human maintainers
to upgrade the installed software but does not fulfil the new
requirement of handling possibly sets of different configurations.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
Few proposals exist that overcome at least partially the
limitations presented in the previous sections. The first notable
one is the work of Heise et al. [8] that adapts the OpenFlow [9] protocol for the aeronautical context. It offers a new
network architecture, specifically designed for network (re)configuration. This solution favors a dedicated controller that
manages configurations of the network devices. It provides an
API for both between the controller and the entity requesting
an update and between the controller and the administered
network.
OpenFlow protocol offers a good network configuration API
for the data plane. Nevertheless, depending on the version, it
does not address all aspects of configuration (e.g., physical
layer parameters are not addressed). A great summary of the
different configurations parameters for a network device is
given by Aglargoz et al. [10].
For the parameters OpenFlow addresses, the controller can
be used to automate the configuration distribution in the
network. A real time perspective study of this behavior is
provided in the original work of Heise et al. [8].

There are two shortcomings with this solution. Firstly, not
embedding the controller in the aircraft means it is limited
to be used only during maintenance phase. It also potentially
implies the need for a specialized equipment during this phase.
Secondly, configurations stay static no matter the context. It
reduces its potential to adapt to systems dynamicity. However,
an example of an OpenFlow protocol adaptation that allows for
specific configurations to be used depending on the operating
mode has been proposed by Bush et al. [11].
Gao et al. [12] propose to extend the capabilities of the
existing tools and systems. Mainly by opening an API between
the DLCS and remote entities (e.g., a remote maintenance
operator). This conservative approach allows to provide a
configuration interface for devices, while conserving as much
as possible the existing established approach. However, it
does offer an open API for proposals such as FP. More
importantly, from a network perspective, the lack of dedicated
configuration tools limits the configuration capabilities that
this approach offers. Another important point is the use of the
DLCS as a proxy to configure the network, meaning that no
network specific functions are actually present on the DLCS.
Every network management function must be either added to
the devices or off-loaded to the remote entity, which makes
network configuration cumbersome.
The above-described solutions are first attempts to address
the requirements introduced in Sec.II-C. They adapt or add
new functions to allow for better new configurations APIs and
embed these functions in the network itself, so that they can
be used directly on the aircraft. Nevertheless, configuration
updates can still only happen during the maintenance phase of
the system. This strongly limits the possible use-cases that can
arise with approaches like FP. Going back to the avionic bay
orchestrator example, the lack of APIs on the network limits its
adaptation capabilities as well as its automation possibilities.
Configuration updates in specific operational phases, such as in
case of a failure, as presented in the FP proposal, open another
issue. More specifically, careful evaluation of the implication
of an operational phase configuration change is required as
its implication on safety is not trivial. All of the proposals
acknowledge the need for better configuration tools, to cope
with new network requirements. The need for automatic configuration distribution is emphasized as it enables automation
capabilities and by extension helps fulfilling the adaptation
requirement.
Table I presents a summary of how the different solutions
presented in this section fulfil the requirements outlined in
Sec.II-C. It shows how each of the existing proposals partially
answer these requirements. These solutions provide partial
answers to the three requirements and each with their own
trade-offs.
What can be observed is that there is a strong correlation
between the capabilities offered by the APIs of the different
solutions and the limitations they have. The more conservative an approach is, the less it can achieve the automated
configuration change envisioned, as it does not embed the
necessary functions to do so. The OpenFlow approach, while
very promising, remains not complete as it solely focuses on
network policies.
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TABLE I: Configuration Management Solution vs. Requirements
Solution
Current solution
Heise et al. [8]
Adapted OpenFlow [11]
H. Gao et al. [12]
Our proposal

APIs
no API, human required
APIs to specific parameters
APIs to specific parameters
API to the DLCS
APIs to all parameters

Automation
none
provided by the central controller
provided by the central controller
remote operator required
provided by the central controller

Adaptation
unique configuration
unique configuration
phase dependent configuration
unique configuration
sets of configurations

V. E VOLVED C ONFIGURATION A RCHITECTURE
The solutions presented in the previous section offer insight
on the shortcomings of current configuration procedures, and
how difficult it is to provide the support for systems evolution.
The approach we follow embraces the new requirements,
while at the same time retains the best practices from the
existing solutions. To this end, we propose an architecture that
provides the necessary functions for configuration distribution,
while being appropriate for the current large aircraft system
management.
In our approach, we embed the necessary functions to
automate the distribution directly in the various steps of the
management process. In this way, the possibility to validate
and verify configuration thoroughly remains intact while it
opens the door for switching from one pre-defined configuration to another.
An important aspect for the architecture definition is to
address which function from the configuration procedure it
should embed.
We argue that creation, validation, and verification, must
stay offline since, for commercial aircrafts, they are part
of a larger integration process. Aircraft system integrations
are subject to strong safety and certification requirements.
Precise modeling and extensive testing methods are required
to answer these requirements. Moreover, their development is
also subject to quality validation, depending on safety assessments, as defined in ARPA4754 [13]. The consequence is the
necessity to provide a complete documentation and important
development time to validate each configuration. It also limits
the number of configurations that can be handled since each
configuration must be independently qualified. It also raises the
question about the admissibility of autonomous integration of
additional capabilities with the need to demonstrate that the
new configuration does not violate previously established and
validated safety objectives.
Regarding the support of configuration transition, we first
decompose these phases between mission operation, which are
the phases during which the aircraft is being operated (e.g., in
flight phases), and on ground-at-gate, when the aircraft is in
more "relaxed" conditions. While it can be argued that in the
advent of a device failure preventing a flight home for repair,
transitioning between two known configurations at gate can
be beneficial, it is harder to justify configuration dynamicity
during flight phases.
The proposed architecture is presented in the following
manner. We firstly define the components composing it and
assign each their role in the configuration architecture. Then,
we show how these components communicate through their
dedicated network and finally we formalize the capabilities
(i.e. APIs) and how each of them needs to fulfill their roles.

Fig. 4: Evolved architecture.

A. Architecture Components
There are two new components in the configuration architecture that interact with two components that already exists
in the current architecture (but need to be slightly modified).
In our proposal we consider that the maintenance system,
i.e. the DLCS, is still there, but is now accompanied by a new
component that we call the avionic orchestrator. The avionic
orchestrator represents an on-board system inside the aircraft
that requests the network a configuration change. Its role is
to notify network devices that they have to deploy a new
configuration.
The other new component of the system is the central
controller. Its role is to administrate the network configurations
and connect the network with the maintenance system and
the avionic orchestrator. It is responsible for the network
configuration deployment. The interface with the maintenance
system is important to guarantee integration in the global
aircraft management system, while at the same time, the
interface with the avionic orchestrator offers the possibility for
aircraft systems to interact with it in order to directly require
configuration updates. It hosts management applications for
the network which takes sets of functions to execute either
when on-demand or periodically according to schedule. Such
functions leverage on the knowledge the central controller has
over the complete network configuration to react to APIs call
from either the external entities or the network devices.
The last component we consider is the switch which is the
administered device. Differently from previous components,
more than one switch composes the network, however, from
a logical perspective and without loss of generality, it remains
just one type of component with whom to interact in the same
way. It embeds a local agent responsible for its configuration
management. This local agent is responsible for receiving and
handling requests from the central controller.
Fig. 4 offers insight of the new network architecture we
propose. With this setup, the central controller is able to
receive new configurations from the maintenance system as
well as change requests from the avionic orchestrator. It is
able to send these configurations to the switches through the
network.
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Fig. 6: Evolved architecture massages flooding.
Fig. 5: Architecture components description.

Fig. 5 show each component functions. The central controller has three main functions. An interface handler whose
role is to receive and parse the requests to and from the
external entities and the network. An event engine, who
triggers the necessary routines based on the incoming requests.
A configuration engine that stores the current sets of available
configurations.
B. Dedicated Network
Topology wise, we make use of the centralized controller,
which is connected out-of-band to every device. This choice
allows us to make use of a simple and dedicated configuration
network, which can be based on a flooding mechanism, since
this method does not require specific network configuration,
hence, limiting the complexity added to the original network
(e.g., no reliance on DHCP [14] or ARP [15] protocols).
Such an approach is possible thanks to one of the benefits
of controlled environments, such as an aircraft, where it is
possible to know in advance the MAC addresses of each device
in the network. For instance, AFDX switches use Ethernet
MAC addresses that are based on their position in the aircraft,
configured via hardware pins. We can safely make a similar
assumption, where the controller is aware of the MAC address
of each device that may interact with it.
The dedicated network is therefore configured to flood
every message from the controller to the switches. Flooding
in this case is used so that every switch receives every
communication from the network. Special care is necessary in
the implementation of the flooding mechanism in order to not
overburden the network with traffic and to not generate loops
which would result in packet storms. This is made possible
thanks to the regular nature of the network topology, a ladder
mesh network, which is very similar to the one currently
used in aircrafts [16]. It requires the central controller position
known in the topology and systematic use of ports.
The flooding mechanism illustrated in Fig. 6 is done in the
following patterns. Every message that enters the port linking
the switch to the previous one is in the topology is forwarded.
The topology is divided into two sides, the right one and the
left one. The switch on the right side forwards the message to
the next right and left switches and the same-level left switch.
Similarly, the left switch forwards the message the next right
and the next left switches and the same-level right switch. This

pattern covers the entire topology and can be used recursively
as the ladder mesh expands. Moreover, the opposite direction
flooding, from switches to the controller, is done from the
switch local agent towards the beginning of the topology where
the central controller is located. This approach ensuring that
every flow is moving only one way in the ladder enables to
prevent the creation of loops in the network.
We propose to use a flooding-based approach in order to
keep the architecture very simple. Nevertheless, flooding is
known to be bandwidth inefficient, and as such, it is important
to estimate how much bandwidth is actually needed. To this
end, we perform an analytical estimation of the bandwidth
consumed at each switch, based on a simple topology in
Sec. VI.
C. APIs
The configuration architecture has two types of interfaces.
The ones with the maintenance system and avionic orchestrator and the one between the central controller and the switches.
The first type is defined to provide access to the network
configuration capabilities to these external components.
The central controller/external entities APIs are:
Node Configuration: This primitive returns to the external
entity the current configuration of the network. It is essential for network state reporting and aircraft configuration
validation.
Node Configuration Update: This primitive triggers a configuration change on the network based on the request
intent (e.g., change one or multiple configurations).
Node Monitoring Management: This primitive triggers a
monitoring configuration on one of the switches. It is
used for maintenance troubleshooting.
Node Event Reporting: This primitive provides a subscription channel to offer publishing capabilities to communicate their current state to the central controller in an
on-demand fashion. Its main use is for external entities
to be able to adopt specific behaviors with the central
controller.
The second type is defined to enable the central controller
to manage the network. These APIs are:
Get: Primitive to get the current configuration of a device.
Necessary for safety tests of the network.
Set: Primitive to send a new configuration. Necessary to
update configuration parameters. Setting it as an abstract
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primitive allows to specify a flexible wire format that
either sends a whole new configuration or solely a specific
parameter change.
Report: Reporting device capabilities for multi-vendor network for example. It serves fewer purposes in integrated
networks, nevertheless, it can be useful for an on-line
system check.
Subscribe: Subscribing to specific events and state telemetry is an important management capability for dynamic
management. Considering the requirements, it may have
a limited use, since telemetry policy will be designed
offline, however, it can enable specific on-line tests on
demand.
The API can be implemented as UDP streams, since such
a solution offers the lightest implementation to transfer files.
Compared to the currently used ARINC615A protocol, the
main point that needs to be implemented is the verification
handshake to accept the new file (through version checking)
and the integrity check upon reception (i.e., the Cyclic Redundancy Code -CRC- recalculation).
The above API is generic enough, so to adapt to the different granularity of the various network devices configuration
parameters. Routines leveraging on this API can also be
implemented to accommodate testing or network validation
during development phases. For instance, extensive link status
monitoring can be required through the monitoring primitives
(report/subscribe) for on field-testing. This architecture retains
compliance with the DLCS management model and allows the
creation of a dedicated overlay that supports the evolution and
requirements of future systems as presented before.
D. Configuration Routine Example
Our approach allows to implement the controller side and
the device side completely independent, which helps to introduce modularity in the network. If a new switch is installed,
for example to replace a broken one, the network can push
the intended configuration it requires based on its place in
the topology. In order to do so, the central controller uses the
Get primitive to request for switch configurations, receives
an empty or invalid one from the newly placed switch which
triggers it to push the intended one to said switch, allowing
for its use in the aircraft. This kind of routine is of use
during maintenance phases to ease the installation process of
a replacement device.
The proposed architecture achieves the objectives outlined
in Sec.II, introducing a well-defined API allowing flexible
configuration deployment while retaining simplicity and the
philosophy of the current system. Sec. VI will show how it is
in line with aircrafts’ requirements.
VI. E VALUATION
We evaluate our proposed architecture in two different ways.
First, we summarize the tradeoffs made by our architecture and
the ones described in Sec. IV with respect to maintenance and
new use-cases requirements. Then, a first implementation of
the architecture through simulation is proposed and proof of
concept for the network configuration service is implemented
using mininet [17] and the gRPC [18] framework.

A. Tradeoff Summary
As explained in Sec. IV, proposals are being created
around the OpenFlow protocol. Comparing the OpenFlow
based solution to ours revolves around studying two aspects of
the proposed solutions: capabilities and maintenance requirements. Capability wise, both solutions try to offer a way to
automate configuration distribution with one key difference:
the use of the OpenFlow protocol limits the engineers to the
configurations of switch rules. Furthermore, when OpenFlow
is used to configure networks, it is used in coordination with
complementary protocols for other parameters which are not
directly network related. This limits what their solution is able
to configure. Whereas by sticking to file-based management,
we ensure that the configuration protocol is not bound to
any specific aspects of network configuration. The proposed
architecture does not modify current configuration management process, as opposed to OpenFlow based solutions. An
important aspect of configuration validation in aircrafts is the
fact that the final configuration is always verified. Whereas
OpenFlow based solution relies on the conversion of OpenFlow messages into a final configuration. The closer the
configuration is to hardware, like in our proposal, the less
conversion steps are needed, and therefore the less possible
unintended interpretation of the configuration arise.
Concerning the maintenance qualities, it is quite hard to
evaluate for Consumer-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) protocols, as
they do not follow development processes that are compatible
with the expected constraints and safety of airworthy technologies. This leads to the use of technologies such as TCP for
sessions between the controller and their administered devices.
Another important difference can be found in the traceability
aspect of the configuration update process. In general, configuration of aircraft systems is done by means of files and
not by individual parameters. This is done to ease and ensure
traceability of any change in aircrafts system configuration.
Even though per-flow management, like in OpenFlow, has
shown numerous advantages for network administrators, it
may reveal to be incompatible with aircrafts configuration
update process. Indeed, a per-flow approach may dilute the
modified information in several pieces, in contrast of the necessity to keep it unfragmented in order to guarantee consistent
traceability of the systems evolution. Validity and integrity are
also harder to evaluate for a parameter-based configuration
protocol as the final configuration is created by the device
based on the requests it receives. There is no direct mechanism
to ensure that the configuration request sent is correct from a
validity or integrity standpoint.
Table I, in Sec. IV, already shows the main benefits of our
architecture benefits. The comparison between the proposed
management architecture or the solution proposed Gao et
al. [12], is mainly based on available capabilities. The use
of RPCs that re-implement existing functions allow keeping
already existing procedures. This implies that current configuration tools/procedures, from an aircraft perspective, can
still be reused while the network can explore new operational
services.
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Fig. 8: Per-node file transfer time.
Fig. 7: Flooding in ladder meshed topology.

B. Analytical Evaluation of Network Bandwidth
The topology following a mesh ladder pattern, having N
rows and 2 sides, namely, Right and Le f t, as presented in
Fig. 7. The streams from the central controller are flooded to
the end of the topology following the pattern, represented as
well in Fig. 7 and described in Sec. V-B.
A switch Rn , on the Right side of the ladder, receiving a
stream s will send such a stream to: the next Right side switch
Rn+1 ; the next Le f t switch Ln+1 ; the Le f t switch on the same
row Ln . Symmetrically, a stream arriving on the current Le f t
side switch Ln will re-emit it to: Ln+1 ; Rn+1 ; Rn .
Therefore, a switch Ln+1 receives four copies of a stream;
one from Rn itself, two through Ln and one through Rn+1 .
Same for Rn+1 that receives four copies of a stream; one from
Rn itself, two through Ln , and one through Ln+1 .
This enable to draw this recurring relation to calculate the
number of times N BS (n) a stream is received at a given node:
N BS (n) = 4 ∗ N BS (n − 2) ∀n > 2
with N BS (1) = N BS (2) = 1. The bandwidth used by streams
at a given switch therefore can be calculated by dividing the
link capacity (in the test network 1gb/s) by the number of
replicated streams the network N BS (n). Such bandwidth can
be used to calculate the theoretical transfer time of a file of
size S as a reference for the simulation results.
C. Simulations
We started by simulating our architecture so to offer a first
representation of how the management architecture works,
before going to a more adequate production-ready implementation. This evaluation looks at the timeliness of the distribution mechanism with our proposal. The gRPC framework
allows to implement the API defined in Sec V as Remote
Procedure Calls (RPCs) [19]. Mininet is used as a network
simulation environment, since it allows to deploy the topology
and emulate the architecture.
The simulation implements a sequential installation of configuration files to each switch in the network. Each switch
runs an RPC server ready to receive the file and its metadata,
while the controller acts as the RPC client using gRPC streams

to send them. The network is statically configured so that
the streams are flooded across the network as previously
described.
D. Results
Fig. 8 shows the measured time for each node to receive
1, 10, and 100 megabytes files. Nodes with lower number
are closer to the controller. The closest the switches are to the
controller, the lower the transfer time. This can be explained by
the feedback effect of flooding. Indeed, network load increases
as the distance between the controller and the node does
as flooding generate more traffic the longer the network is.
This phenomenon is well known and is also called broadcast
storm. Thus, lowering the effective bandwidth at the end of
the network. To limit such excessive bandwidth consumption,
we limited the packets Time To Live (TTL) in the network,
so to decrease the number of unwanted replicas. An unwanted
replica is one that goes along a network beyond its destination.
Another option would be to change the controller placement
to mitigate this performance drop, but its position on the
network topology is selected to match the reality of an
aircraft structure. Usually, aircraft computers sit at the front
of the aircraft for hardware accessibility and less environment
requirements.
The performance is also limited by two other factors. One
is the fact that simulations are performed on top of a virtual
machine on an Apple laptop, using 2 VCPUs and 4GB of
RAM. The second factor is the use of TCP by gRPC. TCP
reacts poorly to the duplicates generated by the flooding mechanism, because it considers duplicates as a sign of congestion,
so triggering its congestion control mechanism, which keeps
throughput low.
Cumulated transfer times from Fig. 8, while realistically
slow, averaging at around thirty minutes for the 100MB files
scenario, still shows promising results as the typical accepted
time for a configuration change by airliners is fifteen minutes.
However, typical configurations are way smaller than that in
embedded contexts. More importantly, it shows that despite
severe bandwidth limitations in a representative network, the
architecture simplicity shows advantages in system flexibility
such as not requiring the use of complex network discovery
mechanisms.
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Fig. 9: Ideal vs Simulated transfer time.

As expected, the configuration deployment time scales with
the file sizes and the available bandwidth. File size linearly
increases the transfer time while controller/switch distance
in the topology increases it exponentially as shown by the
linear curve in the logarithmic scale. This can be observed
particularly well by the ideal curve in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9, already discussed in Sec. VI-B, also shows the
measured transfer time for each node. At first, on near nodes,
completion time is very far from ideal which can be explained
by the simulation limitations. Once bandwidth becomes less
available as the flooding mechanism creates more replicas,
the ideal time becomes less viable. Our solution performs
well, close to ideal, because of the TTL limitation that we
introduced in our simulations, showing the effectiveness of
such mechanism.
As a proof of concept, this simulation highlights the strength
of our configuration architecture. Indeed, the defined API has
powerful primitives to create configuration routines according
to either maintenance needs or system behaviors. Moreover,
despite the aggressive flooding mechanism made to avoid the
introduction of complexity in the network, the performance
seems tolerable from a maintenance perspective.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The new architectures for aircraft systems impose new
requirements to embedded networks. Throughout this paper,
we presented the new evolutions happening from a systemengineering point of view and how these will affect underlying
networks. Aircraft networks will need to cope with more
modular systems than before. Nevertheless, at present, these
networks have static behaviors and cannot cope with these
changes due to a lack of configuration management capabilities.
We investigated the current configuration procedures aboard
aircrafts to better understand their limitations. We argued
that two kind of requirements arise for a new configuration
architecture. The first kind being related to the newly expected
network capabilities and the second one being related the
maintenance procedures expectation.
We looked at proposals being made to enhance the current
solutions. Current proposals lack either sufficient capabilities
to cope with the needed network adaptiveness or do not answer

the requirements fully as they focus on specific aspects of
network configuration.
We propose a new configuration architecture that supports
the emerging use-cases while answering these requirements.
Our solution leverages various advances in network management design, while proposing a modular architecture that
integrates in aeronautical procedures. Both from a system
integration point of view and from a network configuration
one.
We evaluated a proof of concept based on our configuration
architecture to investigate its capabilities and performance.
We found that our robust architecture, while refraining from
adding too much complexity to the network, still enables
to implement the capabilities we were looking for, while
respecting the two kind of requirements we aimed to fulfil.
Early results for a simple network configuration architecture
are promising, and suggest that the proposed solution will help
to support long-term evolutions of aircraft systems.
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